


munk collective



munk is a collective of  
different designers and 
architects from all over 
the world.

our aim is to give the young 
and upcoming a chance 
to show their talent and 
to help them unfold their 
ideas and designs.

we believe in learning 
together and from each 
other — welcome to  
our collective!

the collective



flicker sideboard
hook hanger



ribbon mirror

laura believes in designing 
furniture and products with 
genuine longevity that can 
be read and understood 
immediately by the observer.  

for munk collective, laura 
designed ribbon mirror, 
edge table and pipe lamp.

laura faurschou



edge table
pipe lamp
blind lamp
offset chair
frame tray



pipe lamp
edge table



turn lamp

hans peter munk is the 
founder of  munk collective, 
but he is also a self-taught 
designer. he has a rational 
way of  approaching design; 
he thinks about a specific 
need and then how to fulfill 
that need.

hans peter designed click 
lounge chair, turn lamp and 
the shelving system climb.  

munk



climb shelf
click lounge

pipe lamp



click lounge 
turn lamp



frame tray

anita johansen and laura 
faurschou’s ambition is 
to create products with 
a long-lasting expression 
through a precise and  
effortless style, focusing 
on functionality. 

for munk collective, they 
have designed frame tray, 
frame mirror, blind lamp 
and offset chair.

johansen 
faurschou



blind lamp
frame mirror



hook hanger

martin kechayas and  
christian nørgaard aim to 
design products with a strong 
visual appeal and innovative 
technical solutions. 

for munk collective, martin 
and christian have designed 
the hook hanger.

noergaard
kechayas



hook hanger
frame mirror



flicker sideboard
offset chair

junpei and iori tamaki  
are always conscious of   
contrast when designing.
it is all about balancing 
simplicity and complexity.

they have designed the 
flicker sideboard for 
munk collective.

tamaki



flicker sideboard
pipe lamp

edge table



time clock
offset chair

due & trampedach is a  
collaboration between 
the ceramist and designer 
birgitte due madsen &  
designer jonas trampedach.

birgitte and jonas designed 
our time clock. 

due & trampedach



time clock



grow box
time clock
click lounge

’maximal minimalism’ is 
the way kristian nørhave 
decribes his playful way  
of  approaching the clean 
lines of  classical  
scandinavian simplicity.

for munk collective kristian 
have designed grow box.

kristian nørhave



grow box
turn lamp



palo lamp
click lounge

when designing, joa  
herrenknecht concentrates 
on a clear cut geometric 
form language combined 
with focus on solid,  
natural materials. 

for munk collective, joa has 
designed the palo lamp.

joa herrenknecht



palo lamp
edge table



inverse table
time clock

the intersection of  product 
design, furniture, space and 
art installation is where  
cecilia finds her place to 
explore geometric shapes, 
space and volume. 

for munk collective, 
cecilia has designed the 
inverse table. 

cecilia xinyu zhang



inverse table
ribbon mirror
hook hanger



flip shelf
time clock
flip shelf

hviid damsbo is a collaboration 
between kevin hviid and 
mikkel damsbo. they have a 
passion for experimenting 
with architectural design 
and exploring the relation 
between objects and  
their surroundings. 

they designed the flip shelf  
for munk collective. 

hviid damsbo



flip shelf
time clock



frame tray
johansen faurschou

frame tray is made of  6 mm painted 
waterproof  mdf  plate with hardwood 
sides. warm grey, black, soft nude, 
pure ochre and night blue are made 
with 3 mm oak sides. burnt umber, 
dark coral and verdigris green are 
made with 3 mm walnut sides.

small 
medium
large

h2,2 x d11,1 x w32,4 cm
h2,2 x d23,2 x w34 cm 
h2,2 x d35,5 x w50,6 cm

frame mirror is made of  mirror 
and 6 mm painted waterproof  
mdf  plate in warm grey or pure 
ochre with 3 mm hardwood 
oak sides. 

frame mirror
johansen faurschou

small 
large    

h32,4 x w34 x d11,1 cm
h50,6 x w53 x d11,1 cm

time clock is made of  powder 
coated perforated aluminium 
in white or soft grey with a 
glass cover. it uses one standard 
aa battery for its silent clock-
work. battery included.

time clock
due & trampedach

small 
large    

h2,2 x d23,2 x w34 cm 
h2,2 x d35,5 x w50,6 cm  

small 
large    

h45 (53) x w40 cm
h120 (128) x w40 cm

ribbon mirror
laura faurschou

ribbon mirror is made of  mirror, 
leather and brass. 

hook hanger is made from solid 
oak or walnut. hook is available in 
white, oak, walnut, black, soft grey, 
dark coral, verdigris green.  
wall mounts in brass, chrome or 
black chrome.

hook hanger
noergaard kechayas

h19 x w2 x d12,8 cm

grow box is made of  8 mm 
oak-veneered mdf  board.

grow box
kristian nørhave

h41,6 x w40 x d40 cm 
  



climb shelf
munk

climb is made of  oak- or walnut- 
veneered 11 mm mdf  board. sticks 
for stabilizing are available in oak, 
warm grey and burnt umber.

small 
medium
large

h1,1 x d25 x w60 cm
h1,1 x d25 x w111 cm 
h1,1 x d25 x w162 cm

flip shelf  is made of  6 mm paint-
ed or oak-veneered waterproof  
mdf  board. flip comes in white, 
white inside with oak outside, 
white outside with oak inside, pure 
ochre, burnt umber and night blue.

flip shelf
hviid damsbo

low
tall

h33 x w25 x d25 (29,5) cm

w180 x d40 x h40 (60) cm
w120 x d40 x h100 (120) cm

flicker sideboard
tamaki

flicker sideboard is made of  painted 
mdf  in soft grey and the doors are 
made of  perforated steel in white or 
in brass. hang flicker on the wall or 
place it on the brass base. wall mounts 
included, brass base sold separately.

w200 x d90 x 75 (72,5) cm
ø120 x h75 (72,5) cm

edge table comes in an oak, black 
painted oak, smoke blue oak or  
walnut-veneered version. top and 
base are easily assembled. 

edge table
laura faurschou

click lounge consists of  a powder 
coated steel frame and a cold foam 
seat upholstered with kvadrat® remix 
fabric in the colours of  pure ochre (re-
mix 433), stone grey (remix 233), burnt 
umber (remix 373), night blue (remix 
873) and graphite black (remix 173).

click lounge
munk

h70 (33/40) x w59 x d59 cm 

inverse table is made of  powder 
coated steel and comes in stone grey, 
warm nude, pure ochre, burnt umber 
and night blue.  

inverse table
cecilia xinyu zhang

h46 x w50 x d40 cm 
  



blind lamp
johansen faurschou

blind lamp is made of  powder  
coated aluminium in soft grey or  
raw clay with brass details and a 
mouth blown glass ball. 3 m textile 
cord. e27 socket. max 40e. no bulb 
included. we recommend a bright 
led light bulb.

offset chair is made of  raw or 
powder coated steel with leather 
seat and armrests. raw steel with 
natural leather. cognac and black 
with matching leather. 

offset chair 
johansen faurschou

h70 (45,7) x w53,4 x d46 cm

h32-45 x ø35 cm

h25 x ø12 cm

turn lamp is made of  polished or 
black powder coated 0,5 mm perfo-
rated steel. 3 m textile cord with eu 
plug. e27 socket. max 40w. no bulb 
included. when used as table lamp we 
recommend a mirrortop lightbulb. 
when used as a pendant lamp we 
recommend an e27 reflector spot bulb.

turn lamp
munk

palo lamp is made of  a rounded 
stick in oak, soft grey and black 
with acryllic glass. 3 m textile
cord with eu plug. led and 
touch dimmer. 

palo lamp
joa herrenknecht

w120 x ø5 cm
  

w25 x d3,5 x h30 cm

pipe lamp
laura faurschou

pipe lamp is made of  sandstone 
with a brass lampshade or black 
granite with a black chrome lamp-
shade. 2 m black soft rubber cord 
with eu plug. led and 
touch dimmer. 
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